
Exploring new placed based technological opportunities for community science with the 
Marine Biological Association and Time and Tide Bell at three key coastal locations 

 

Vision 

To explore the potential for community owned artworks to act as a focal point for long-term 
monitoring, study and observation of the natural environment. As a case study, community 
generated data will inform science questions about settlement of organisms on man-made 
structures, impacts of climate change and extreme weather events and arrival and spread of 
non-native species. 

The project will work with local communities to develop and explore science questions and 
implement citizen science protocols including digital imagery to support long term investigation 
around each art installation and its wider environment. Each location will develop citizen 
science methodologies and data collection systems to inform science questions around change 
in the marine and coastal environment.   

Concept 

The project is a partnership between the Marine Biological Association and the community led 
Time and Tide Bell initiative. The latter is a unique project whereby communities are ‘gifted’ 
pieces of unique landscape art, which are situated on the interface between sea and land. 
There are 7 bells currently established, with further 3 planned in locations distributed around the 
coast of Great Britain and funding in place to build up to 16 bells in total. 

The project will utilise three of the existing Time and Tide Bells in the south west, east coast 
and north west of England – specifically at  Appledore;  Mablethorpe and Morecambe Bay. The 
location and design are driven by the communities themselves and each bell acts as a focal 
point for its community with its own characteristics due to its position and installation type.  

The bells have been installed with local community support and activism and have existing 
school projects running alongside, but no citizen science component.  The location of each bell 
is important and questions on environmental change and our response to change are key to 
each place.  The project will explore natural and anthropogenic change in the wider 
environment. Fundamentally, the project will aim to identify whether it is possible to use the 
enthusiasm and sense of ownership and community to develop meaningful, collaborative long-
term citizen science initiatives. The focus provided by these artworks will, it is hoped provide a 
constant focal point for long-term observations and data that will benefit the scientific 
community. 

The Marine Biological Association (MBA) has a track record of community engagement; citizen 
science and innovative use of new technology to answer scientific questions.   

The MBA will work with Tide and Time project staff and the local communities to: 

1) explore the science issues around each location and its wider environment and then 

2) consider/co-create where citizen science protocols might be implemented including use of 
digital technologies. 

3) Deliver citizen science methodologies and instructional resources using existing (i-naturalist) 
platform and social media relevant to the co-creation principles.   

The project will meet the tight timescale set and by using existing citizen science open 
infrastructure (i-naturalist) and be able to continue after the completion date of the project by 
being embedded into the local community, with continued active support from the Time and 
Tide Bell organisation (T&TB).  

 
Aims 
To explore the potential for community owned artworks to act as a focal point for long-term 
monitoring, study and observation of the natural environment.  



 
Objectives 

1) Co-create local science questions at the three locations 

2) Provide analysis of potential for citizen science intervention 

3) Introduce citizen engagement activity around each bell 

4) Collect and publish data – including, but not limited to: information about settlement and 

colonisation of bell structures; records of non-native species; records of nearby 

strandline and water-based observations. 

5) Ensure a legacy of citizen science exploration embedded within the T&TB programme 

Programme Implementation 

The programme will be led by the Marine Biological Association working closely with T&TB staff 

and key contacts at the three locations.  The MBA will support the project through science 

question workshops, protocol development; data flow and analysis.  T&TB will be responsible 

for the community interaction; event delivery and legacy continuation. 

Outputs and outcomes 
 
We will hold Regional Consultation and Development workshops in February and March 
(Appledore Feb 26, Morecambe March 3, Mablethorpe March 4). This will be held for 
targeted participants and potential ambassadors. Include exploration of questions and 
opportunities as well as interests, ‘reward’ and realistic expectations, including a site visit.  
We will develop key questions and methodologies collaboratively, identify detailed needs and 
requirements, and share background and existing research with the community. 
 
Following this, we will buy and donate relevant survey equipment; the aim is that this Citizen 
Science Resource Pack will be held in a centrally accessible location within each community 
for use by local people wishing to get involved. 
 
The MBA team will also develop the required resources and data collection systems, in 
consultation with T&TB and community ambassadors through a process of trial and error and 
regular feedback.   
 
There will be a Training Workshop for ambassadors and others, possibly virtually.  An 
stablished data collection network for at least one site will be handed over to T&TB team and 
local ambassadors, who will be fully equipped, enthused and resourced to recruit and train 
others in collecting data from the Tide Bell sites in the long-term. 
 

Future, legacy 

The project is designed to deliver local citizen science within the agreed timescale and put in 
place systems and methodologies to allow the continued collection of data beyond the scope of 
this phase of the project.  By creating nationally applicable tools within a local context the 
project can continue through the community linked to each Bell and may further develop and 
evolve as community questions change and research requirements develop. The team envision 
that the protocols and tools developed as part of this pilot project will have the potential to be 
rolled out to all current Tide and Tide Bell sites, as well as those planned for the future.  

If successful, the concept could be applied to similar, culturally significant community owned 
sites around the country. The project will leave each community with a set of resources that can 
be used for further investigations as well as to continue to collect and share data beyond the 
scope of the project. A suitable community repository (for example local school) will be selected 
to host the resources.  


